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ABSTRACT
Existing instruments to investigate mental workload are dedicated to specific and existing monitoring jobs.
Objective instruments mostly focus on performance or physiological measures. Subjective instruments are more
simply applicable, but not suitable to predict mental workload in a nonexistent situation. To overcome these
disadvantages Intergo developed OWATTM (Objective Workload Assessment Technique) to assess mental workload
of operators in control rooms. A case study shows the use of OWATTM in development of scenarios for the near
future of the traffic management control room of the city of Amsterdam, when new build tunnels are under supervision of the central traffic management control room of the city of Amsterdam. Prediction of workload was key
issue in this scenario development. The jobs assessed are traffic managers of the city of Amsterdam. The OWAT™
assessment made it possible to point out the bottlenecks in workload in current situation and future situation. The
highly participative way of assessment of workload was appreciated by participating traffic managers. Results
showed that there was an opportunity for a higher ambition in traffic management in the city of Amsterdam.
Keywords: Mental workload, prediction, traffic management, control room

INTRODUCTION
Existing instruments to investigate mental workload are dedicated to specific and existing monitoring jobs and tasks.
Generally it takes months of preparation on analysing employee’s activities before the assessment of the tasks can
start. Objective instruments focus on performance or on physiological measures. More generic and simply
applicable instruments are subjective instruments. These are not suitable to predict mental workload for nonexisting
jobs or situations not existing yet. To overcome these disadvantages Intergo developed OWATTM (Objective
Workload Assessment Technique).

DEVELOPMENT OF OWAT™
As a result of earlier investigation (Breed, 2008) Intergo decided to choose the VACP method, developed by
McCracken and Aldrich (1984), as a base for the new technique. VACP is an abbreviation for the 4 modalities of
human information processing: visual, auditory, cognitive and psycho-motoric. The VACP method is developed to
assess jobs of the military air force. The calculation of mental workload cannot be generalized to other jobs or
functions outside the military sector without any thought. To verify whether the VACP method is suitable as a
generic instrument to assess and to predict mental workload, alternative calculation and scoring methods were
proposed and investigated.
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Varieties in VACP-method
McCracken and Aldrich (1984) and Bierbaum et al. (1989) developed the VACP method to calculate the workload
of a task using these 4 modalities. Within each modality of VACP a number of descriptors are used to categorize a
task (Table 1). A descriptor is a general term meant to easily categorize tasks.

Table 1: VACP descriptors (Schuck, 1996)
Visual

Auditory

Cognitive

Psycho-motoric

Register/Detect

Detect/Register Sound

Automatic

Speech

Read

Verify Auditory Feedback

Sign/Signal Recognition

Discrete Actuation

Scan/Search/Monitor

Orient to Sound (general)

Alternative Selection

Manipulative

Inspect/Check

Interpret Semantic Content

Estimation, Calculation,
Conversion

Discrete Adjustive

Discriminate

Interpret Sound Patterns

Evaluation/Judgment
(Single Aspect)

Continuous Adjustive

Track/Follow

Discriminate Sound
Characteristics

Encoding/Decoding, Recall

Serial Discrete Manipulation

Locate/Align

Orient to Sound (Selective
Orientation)

Evaluation/Judgment
(Several Aspects)

Symbolic Production

In Schuck (1996) the descriptor paraphrases of the study by Bierbaum et al. (1989) are adopted. The descriptor
paraphrases are both generic as well as unambiguous and without problems applied in various studies (Schuck,
1996). In Schuck (1996) each descriptor is given a weighing score as an indication of the amount of workload. To
determine this weighing score for each descriptor some thousands of tasks derived from a database were coupled to
the proper descriptor. The most representative set of tasks per descriptor was chosen. These sets of tasks, each with
its descriptor, were stated to a panel (e.g. the CP-140 pilots in Schuck, 1996) that is asked to assess the weight of the
descriptors compared to each other. The result is transformed linear on a scale from 1.0 to 7.0. So the final weighing
score of a descriptor is derived from a panel’s judgment. It is highly questionable whether this descriptor weighing
can be generalized to other occupational groups. Unfortunately no studies are known where a panel from outside the
military aviation assesses the descriptors of Bierbaum et al. (1989).
To gain a clear understanding of the generalizability of the weighing of four descriptor assessments by CP-pilots
(Schuck, 1996), Kiowa observers (Schuck, 1996), Kiawa pilots (Schuck, 1996) and UH-60 crew (Bierbaum et al.,
1989) are statistically judged on their intra-class correlation coefficients (ICC’s). From the calculated ICC scores it
can be concluded that the descriptor assessments by the panels are not fully consistent. They are well consistent in
the auditory and cognitive modalities, but less in the psycho-motoric modality. Consistency in the visual modality is
very low. For monitoring jobs the visual modality is the most important, together with the cognitive modality. If the
descriptor weighing scores within one occupational group differ that much, it can be expected that the differences
among various occupational groups will even be bigger. Therefor it did not seem recommendable to adopt the
descriptor weighing from Schuck (1996) as a generic instrument to measure mental workload.
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Alternative descriptor weighing
Sarno and Wickens (1992) note that omitting the descriptor weighing scores does not alter the validity of the VACP
instrument. Inspired by this observation some alternative descriptor scoring methods are proposed and tested within
various jobs. The aim of these different methods is to make the descriptors more suitable for a generic instrument
and to simplify the procedure to achieve descriptor weighing scores. For the development of OWATTM several
descriptor weighing methods were tested (Prins, 2009). Result of testing was that a descriptor weighing method as
noted by Sarno and Wickens (1992), replacing the descriptor weighing scores in the VACP method of McCracken
and Aldrich (1984) by 1 when the descriptor is present and 0 when the descriptor is absent, delivers the most
practical instrument, with assessment scores equal to other methods. Also the chosen descriptor weighing method is
more independent of subjective judgement of the descriptors then other descriptor weighing methods (Prins, 2009).

Validation of the VACP method
The validity of the developed assessment technique is demonstrated by comparing mental workload scores
calculated with different approved methods with the scores calculated with the proposed methods based on the
VACP method (Prins, 2009). Breed (2008) already compared the VACP method with Task WeighingTM, a validated
instrument developed by Intergo (Zeilstra et al, 2009) to investigate workload of train dispatchers, within time
frames of 5 minutes of performing train dispatching tasks.
But it is also important to investigate the correlation between the separate task scores of the different instruments.
Therefor the VACP scores of the supplier of travel information’s task, assessed by Breed (2009) were used. To
validate these scores Prins (2009) determined the workload of this job using IWS (Pickup et al, 2005) and the
SWORD method (Vidulich et al, 1991), both validated methods to assess mental workload. Results of the
assessment of a train dispatchers’ task show a correlation of .69 to .88 between the proposed scoring methods and
Task WeighingTM. Results of the assessment of a supplier of travel information’s task show a correlation of 0.75 to
0.88 with the SWORD method and a correlation of .74 to .93 with the IWS method (Prins, 2009). In another study a
correlation of 0.71 to 0.85 between OWAT™ assessment and results of SWORD method was shown (Weeda and
Zeilstra, 2013).

Limits of acceptable workload
People are able to deal with mentally highly demanding tasks during short periods of time. They use compensating
strategies to execute the tasks and to prevent faults and misses (Wickens, 2002; Kahneman, 1973; Embrey et al,
2006; Rueb et al, 1994). These compensating strategies are in the long term associated with performance
devaluation, and problems with health and motivation. So the question is: when will the mental workload become
too high? Limits for acceptable workload are developed to assess nonexisting jobs or tasks, using earlier
investigations by Intergo using Task WeighingTM (Zeilstra et al, 2009; Weeda and Zeilstra (2013).

CURRENT TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT CONTROL ROOM OF THE CITY
OF AMSTERDAM
Lay out of current traffic management control room
The job concerning is the traffic manager in the traffic management control room of the city of Amsterdam. This
traffic management control room monitors traffic in the city center of Amsterdam and several routes into the city
center. Also there are 2 bigger tunnels and 2 smaller tunnels, which have to be monitored with special focus on
tunnel safety and free flow of traffic through these tunnels. There are 3 monitoring desks in the control room. Each
monitoring desk has its own video wall, tunnel control systems per tunnel, and several communication systems.
Figure 1 shows schematically the layout of the current traffic management control room.
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videowall desk 2

Monitoring desk 3:
- Tunnel safety and traffic management
Piet Hein Tunnel, IJ-tram tunnel,
- Emergency services
- Guard duty bus station (temporary)

Monitoring desk 1:
- Tunnel safety and traffic management
IJ tunnel and Arena tunnel
- Emergency services
- Control of access to control room building
- Guard duty bus station (temporary)

videowall desk 1

Monitoring desk 2:
- Operational traffic management
- Management of traffic control systems
- Emergency services

videowall desk 3
desk for
administration
desk for
administration

facility for short
breaks

Figure 1. Schematic lay-out of the current traffic management control room

Mental workload in current situation
At the start of the project a project team was formed with a representation of traffic managers and senior
management of the traffic management control room. First step was to investigate historic data which situations
could be representative for workload calculations for the current situation. Based on task descriptions, training
documentation and historic data a clustering of tasks was made, which could be representative for all tasks in all
tunnels. Each cluster of tasks described a certain occasion which gives rise to action of a traffic manager (see Table
2, second column).
Together with the project team of traffic managers each cluster of tasks is assessed for aspects related to workload in
information processing activities; the descriptors of the VACP method chosen for OWAT™. Ranking of clusters of
tasks, based on OWAT™ scores, is shown in Table 2, third column. The cluster of tasks indicated with 1st is most
demanding for mental workload, the task indicated with 10th is least demanding.
The assessment resulting in the OWAT™ scores of the clusters of tasks was validated using the subjective
instrument SWORD (Subjective Workload Dominance). The SWORD method, developed by Vidulich et al (1991),
compares the mental workload of different tasks within a job by presenting each possible pair of tasks in a
questionnaire. With SWORD mental workload is assessed on a 17 points scale. There was a good correlation
between all respondents in the SWORD assessment (Intraclass correlation of 0.81, Portney and Watkins, 1993). The
result of this validation in terms of ranking is also shown in Table 2, fourth column. The correlation coefficient for
correlation between OWAT™ scores and SWORD scores on group level was 0,97 (Pearsons product moment
correlation Coefficient). Differences in ranking could be clarified for the most by taking the amount of routine in
execution of tasks and the experienced user-friendliness of various systems into account.
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Table 2: Ranking of clusters of tasks of the traffic managers
No.

Ranking with
OWAT™

Description of cluster of tasks

Ranking with
SWORD
9

th

th

8

th

th

4

th

st

1

th

6

nd

2

9

th

10

Failure of traffic light, priority 1

6

th

5

9

Preparation of traffic management text boards using a regulation scenario

3

rd

3

10

Request to police for regulation of traffic at a crossroads

7

th

7

1

Monitoring of traffic on video wall

10

2

Disturbance in ventilation system

8

3

Request for free lane emergency services

4

4

Pile-up in a tunnel with a few slightly injured motorists

1

5

Announcement of traffic congestion in a tunnel

5

6

Announcement of too high vehicle entering a tunnel

2

7

Traffic detection without need for further activities of traffic manager

8

th

st

th

nd

th

th

rd

th

The traffic managers described 2 imaginary but realistic cases of 2 hours work, one during rush hour (07.30 a.m. till
09.30 a.m.) and one during a disturbance during rush hours. Disturbances to be described were based on historic
data over the last year and traffic managers made use of the defined clusters of tasks. The OWAT™ scores for each
task were projected on the cases to predict the workload in both situations. The scores per 5 minutes were added up
and weighted against the limits for acceptable workload.
Figure 2 and Table 3 show the results of OWATTM calculations during rush hours without disturbances for a specific
monitoring desk. In these situations traffic managers have to monitor traffic in the neighbourhood of the tunnel and
in the tunnel and they have to react on more or less demanding alerts regarding traffic management systems and
regarding tunnel installations.
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Figure 2. Workload for traffic manager during rush hours without disturbances (desk 3)
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Limits of acceptable workload are part of the OWAT™ instrument. The lines in Figure 2 represent the several limits
of acceptable workload when assessed by use of OWAT™. Calculations showed that workload is acceptable during
rush hours without disturbances.
During a disturbance the traffic managers have to safeguard tunnel safety by manipulating tunnel installations and
traffic management systems and contact by phone with emergency services and local assistance personnel.
Calculations showed that at the beginning of a disturbance, workload would be unacceptable for one traffic
manager, but two can do the job using a certain prioritization in execution of tasks. Figure 3 and Table 3 show the
result of the workload assessment for the traffic manager of desk 3, with use of rules of prioritization and with
support by the traffic manager of desk 1 necessary for further decrease in peak load. Calculations showed that also
for situations comparing rush hours with disturbances workload is acceptable for 2 traffic managers.
Note in Table 3 that staffing during rush hours with disturbances is smaller than staffing during rush hours without
disturbances. During certain modelled disturbances one of the traffic managers leaves the traffic management
control room to provide assistance locally at one of the tunnels with a pile up and later on at one of the tunnels with
detection of too high vehicle stopped at the entrance of the tunnel. The other 2 traffic managers take over his
monitoring desk. Another reason why staffing during disturbances can be limited to 2 traffic managers is that using
rules of prioritization and collaboration during limited time, occurring peak load can be reduced. Ergonomic
disadvantages caused by limited staffing during situations with disturbances, especially regarding monitoring 2
video walls instead of 1 and controlling systems of 2 monitoring desks instead of 1 desk, are acceptable when
duration is limited.
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Figure 3. Workload for traffic manager during rush hours with disturbances (desk 3)

In Table 3 results of workload calculation per tunnel monitoring desk during rush hours without disturbances and
during rush hours with disturbances are shown. Also staffing is shown in this table.
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Table 3: Workload and staffing for several monitoring desks – current situation
Rush hours WITHOUT disturbances
Current situation: 2013

Rush hours WITH disturbances
Current situation: 2013

Desk

Workload with
OWAT™

Staffing
(completed)

Desk

Workload with
OWAT™

Staffing
(completed)

1

155

1

1+2

318

1

2

123

1

-

-

-

3

132

1

3

280

1

TOTAL

410

3

598

2

FUTURE TRAFFIC MANAGEMENT CONTROL ROOM OF THE CITY
OF AMSTERDAM
Development of future scenarios
Definition of future scenarios was principally based on progress in development of new tunnels in the city of
Amsterdam during the period 2014 tot 2018. Question was whether current staffing of the traffic management
control room could monitor these new tunnels and safeguard tunnel safety in these tunnels.
First step in detailing future scenarios was again investigating historic data with special scope of possible
simultaneous occurrence of occasions, which require action of a traffic manager. Together with the project team an
estimation about future possible simultaneous occurrence was made, based on trends in traffic growth in the city of
Amsterdam and based on trends in historic data mentioned.
Second stop was to describe of developments on several fields of interest, regarding the work organization of the
traffic management control room, modernization and expansion of tunnel installations, changes in tunnel safety and
control systems (from analog to digital control), expansion of the areal of traffic management equipment throughout
the city. Also collaboration with other traffic management control rooms of other parties was considered.
Third step was to project results of first two steps on each new tunnel in order to determine impact of
commissioning of these tunnels during the period of 2014 till 2018. Results were translated in most likely
occurrence of clusters of tasks as defined earlier in the project (Table 2). In this step per new tunnel workload
calculations were made for again 2 situations: rush hours without disturbances and rush hours with disturbances.
Table 4 shows results of workload calculation related to commissioning of the new Michiel de Ruijter tunnel in 2014.
Fourth step was to assess implications of results of step 2 for current tunnels (current desk 1 and current desk 3) and
traffic management (current desk 2).

Table 4: Workload related to commissioning of new Michiel de Ruijter tunnel – future situation 2014
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Michiel de Ruijter tunnel

Cluster of tasks

Rush hours WITHOUT
disturbances
Future situation: 2014
Workload with OWAT™

Rush hours WITHOUT
disturbances
Future situation: 2014
Workload with
OWAT™

Monitoring tunnel
(traffic and tunnel installations)

41

41

Traffic detection without need for further activities
of traffic manager

10

10

Failure of traffic light, priority 1

3

3

Other

4

7

TOTAL

58

61

Table 5 shows results of workload calculation related to commissioning of the new Spaarndammer tunnel in 2018.

Table 5: Workload related to commissioning of new Spaarndammer tunnel – future situation 2018
Spaarndammer tunnel

Rush hours WITHOUT
disturbances
Future situation: 2018

Rush hours WITHOUT
disturbances
Future situation: 2018
Workload with
OWAT™

Cluster of tasks

Workload with OWAT™

Monitoring tunnel

41

41

3

3

n.a.

99

Other

4

7

TOTAL

48

150

(traffic and tunnel installations)
Failure of traffic light, priority 1

Announcement of traffic congestion in a tunnel

Assessment of workload in future scenarios
In order to assess workload per monitoring desk in several future scenarios next step in the design process was to
investigate which current monitoring desk from the perspective of workload could handle a new tunnel. Special
emphasis was on assessment of feasibility to monitor traffic in the several tunnels, which would be monitored by
one traffic manager at one monitoring desk. Together with traffic managers, this combined monitoring of tunnels
was explicitly modelled and scored with OWAT™.

For rush hours without disturbances there was not a clear preference, which desk could handle one new tunnel or
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even both new tunnels. But during rush hours with disturbances, there was a clear preference, based on the chance of
long lasting mental overload and the chance of peak load. Conclusion was that the first new tunnel, commissioning
foreseen in 2014, could easily be integrated on the current traffic management control room on currently available
desks. For commissioning of the second new tunnel, as foreseen in 2018, an extra monitoring desk would be
necessary. Table 6 and Table 7 show the results of the calculations for the chosen future scenarios.

Table 6: Workload and staffing for several monitoring desks – future situation 2014

Desk

Rush hours WITHOUT disturbances
Future situation: 2014
Workload with
Staffing
OWAT™
(completed)

Desk

Rush hours WITH disturbances
Future situation: 2014
Workload with
Staffing
OWAT™
(completed)

1

155

1

1 + 2 expanded

341

1

2 expanded

123

1

-

-

-

3 expanded

190

1

3 expanded

341

1

TOTAL

468

3

682

2

Table 7: Workload and staffing for several monitoring desks – future situation 2018

Desk

Rush hours WITHOUT disturbances
Future situation: 2018
Workload with
Staffing
OWAT™
(completed)

Desk

Rush hours WITH disturbances
Future situation: 2018
Workload with
Staffing
OWAT™
(completed)

1

155

1

1 + 2 expanded

365

1

2 expanded

123

1

-

-

-

3 expanded

190

1

3 expanded

347

1

4 new

48

1

4 new

150

1

TOTAL

533

4

862

3

Also, both the future situation of 2014 and the future situation of 2018, it should be noted that staffing during
situation with disturbances is smaller than staffing during situation without disturbances. Limitations and
preconditions for acceptability of this smaller staffing during disturbances are the same as described for the current
situation. Workload for desk 4, especially in situation without disturbances but also in situation with disturbance,
will be very low so under load will be likely. The management of the traffic management control room considers
this as an opportunity for higher ambition in traffic management across the city of Amsterdam.
Because of the nature of the traffic managers job in the traffic management control room, long lasting workload is
not the only relevant factor for calculation of staffing. Peak load can be so demanding that extra staffing can be
necessary. Based on patterns in workload during rush hours with disturbances in the current situation, see Figure 3,
together with participating traffic managers an assessment of ‘spare capacity’ for peak load is made. Rules of
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prioritization in performance of activities and possibilities for collaboration between traffic managers of the several
desks can be used to decrease peak load. When doing so, first conclusion of this assessment was that in future
situations peak load can be handled. Second conclusion was that there would be enough spare capacity for handling
events additional to clusters of tasks modelled for future situation as mentioned in Table 2.

Future traffic management control room
A schematic layout of the future traffic management control room was designed, based on the chosen scenario, see
Figure 4. The figure shows the layout for the situation of 2018, when the new Michiel de Ruijter tunnel
(commissioning in 2014) and the new Spaarndammertunnel (commissioning in 2018) are ready.
Monitoring and traffic management of the new Michiel de Ruijtertunnel is assigned to desk 3, a currently existing
desk, but with expanded number of tunnels under its responsibility. Workload calculations showed that this
assignment to desk 3 is valid for de situation of 2014 as well as the situation of 2018.
Monitoring and traffic management of the new Spaarndammer tunnel is assigned to a new desk, desk 4, because
workload on other desks was to high to integrate the new tunnel on these desks. Also other ergonomic aspects, like
ergonomic quality of the design of a desk, and number of displays on the videowall, were reason to decide for a new
desk 4.
Special attention was paid to collaboration between traffic managers on several desks. In 2018 there will be a
corridor for traffic near the city center of Amsterdam, and traffic manager of desk 2, 3 and 4 will manage this
corridor. Because workload calculation for desk 4 showed that there is spare capacity for a higher ambition in traffic
management, desk 4 is placed right next to desk 2, the desk with focus on traffic management through the city of
Amsterdam.

videowall desk 2

Monitoring desk 1:
- Tunnel safety and traffic management
IJ tunnel and Arena tunnel
- Emergency services
- Control of access to control room building

videowall desk 1

Monitoring desk 2: expanded
- Operational traffic management
- Management of traffic control systems
- Emergency services

videowall desk 4

videowall desk 3

Monitoring desk 4: new
- Tunnel safety and traffic management
Spaarndammer tunnel
- Emergency services

Monitoring desk 3: expanded
- Tunnel safety and traffic management
Piet Hein Tunnel, IJ-tram tunnel,
Michiel de Ruiter tunnel
- Emergency services

facility for short
breaks

Figure 4. Schematic lay-out of the future traffic management control room
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CONCLUSIONS
Traffic managers in the project team agreed with the results of workload assessments with OWATTM in both cases
described. The highly participative way of assessment of workload was appreciated. They recognized their own job
in the assessment, in contrast with earlier assessment of workload with a far more limited tool based on frequency of
occurrence of observable psycho-motoric activity. OWAT™ emphasizes cognitive activities, which better suits
monitoring tasks in control rooms.
The OWAT™ assessment made it possible to point out the bottlenecks in workload and relate them to certain
circumstances. Also various future scenarios could be suggested, using the description of the cases, the numerical
calculations and the graphical representations of workload, resulting from an OWAT™ assessment. Results also
showed that there was an opportunity for a higher ambition in traffic management in the city of Amsterdam. This
was against expectations at the start of the project, but the results of the assessment were clear and there was full
support of all traffic managers for the results of the assessment.
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